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1. Introduction This document gives detailed information about Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery, very key processes that is relevant in today’s business landscape. This document is supplementary to the presentation done by Group I-6 of Batch EMBA2012-14 on the same subject.



1.1. Overview An organization depends upon resources, personnel, and tasks that are performed on a daily basis in order to stay healthy, happy, and profitable. Most organizations have tangible resources, intellectual property, employees, computers, communication links, facilities, and facility services. If any one of these is damaged or inaccessible for one reason or another, the company can be crippled. Various possible failures are : § Server failure § Disk System failure § Hacker break-in § Denial of Service attack § Extended power failure § Snow storm, Earthquake, tornado § Spyware § Malevolent virus or worm § Employee error or revenge
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Various planned and unplanned incidents result in data unavailability. Planned outages include installation/integration/maintenance of new hardware, software upgrades or patches, taking backups, application and data restores, facility operations (renovation and construction), and refresh/migration of the testing to the production environment. Unplanned outages include failure caused by database corruption, component failure, and human errors. Another type of incident that may cause data unavailability is natural or man-made disasters such as flood, fire, earthquake, and contamination. As illustrated in the slide, the majority of outages are planned. Planned outages are expected and scheduled, but still cause data to be unavailable. Statistically, less than 1 percent is likely to be the result of an unforeseen disaster. although occurrence of Disaster due to Natural or man made is just 1% , but the impact is Maximum, capable to swipe-off the whole Business Entity.
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1.2. Definitions 1.2.1.



Business Continuity Process (BC)



Business Continuity is a roadmap for continuing operations under adverse conditions (i.e. interruption from natural or man-made hazards). BC is relevant at all critical organisational levels to ensure continuity of operations. It is planning ahead against : — All the possible crisis and calamities. — Natural calamities like flood or thunderstorms — System failures due to hacking or faults — Death or sudden resignation of key employees that have key roles in their operations. The sole purpose of Business Continuity is to maintain a minimum level of service while restoring the organization to BAU ( Business As Usual)



1.2.2.



Disaster Recovery (DR)



Disaster Recovery is complete framework of strategies and plans for recovering and restoring the organizations’ technological infrastructure and capabilities after a serious interruption. It includes: — Set of actions that businesses will take after suffering disaster may it be natural or man-made. — Its sole purpose is business preservation, meaning, how the businesses would cope up and be able to operate again after a disaster occurred — Disaster Recovery program is a just a part of BCP — Focuses on both on Physical and Technology Infrastructure Note: Scope of DR in this document covers only IT or technology systems that support business functions The goal of a disaster recovery plan is to handle the disaster and its ramifications right after the disaster hits.
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2. Importance of BC and DR Business Continuity and Disaster recovery are the only lifelines of any Business firm to get back to its feet in minimum possible time and with least impact on all its stakeholders. Relevance of BC and DR across industry are indicated by below citations covering major industry segments. Ø C-Level Visibility: " Replication and [disaster recovery] are very high priority right now. We had a data corruption issue in our production Oracle financials database....... the whose scenario put the fear of God in the executive."(Manufacturing) Ø Risk mitigation. "Within 24 hours we have to be back up and running. We have regulatory issues with cancellation notice and various things that need to be done within a certain period of time, and if we couldn't produce certain documents within that period of time, then that extends our exposure."(Insurance) Ø Regulatory compliance/cost of downtime. " The screen-based trading really can't be down. We are required by the SEC if we are down for 30 minutes to shut our doors, so there really is no acceptable downtime."(Financial Services) Ø Cost of downtime. Ø "If we are looking at 24 hours to recover and environment, we are stranding tons of food on conveyors that we can't restock. We are throwing away anywhere from $300,000 to $500,000 of food on a given day if we lose our ERP system. Even and hour outage can be a disaster. We need to be under 10 minutes."(Consumer Services). Ø “With MNP in place any outage in service usage or service activation, means customer exit. With ARPU down to almost zero, we can’t sustain the business if customers churn-out. Absence of online credit control can mean huge susceptibility to fraud and revenue loss. Availability of Call data records to security agencies for detection and investigation can mean life and death.Non-compliance means facing huge penalty and cancellation of spectrum license.."(Telecom Services). Ø Changing objectives/cost of downtime. “We needed to upgrade the open systems to go from 30 minutes down to 15 seconds. 15 seconds in my organization can mean, literally, billion of dollars. We clear $5 trillion on a day."(Financial Services) Ø Unexpected Events." We had a failure event that tool down both the emergency power and the site power from the street. The hotel had to be closed for five days. That was devastating. It had never happened in this town before, and it happened to us. “(Hospitality)
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As illustrated in above figure, there are many factors that need to be considered when calculating the cost of downtime. A formula to calculate the costs of the outage should capture both the cost of lost productivity of employees and the cost of lost income from missed sales. The Estimated average cost of 1 hour of downtime = (Employee costs per hour) *( Number of employees affected by outage) + (Average Income per hour). Employee costs per hour is simply the total salaries and benefits of all employees per week, divided by the average number of working hours per week. Average income per hour is just the total income of an institution per week, divided by average number of hours per week that an institution is open for business. An organization which fails to provide a minimum level of service to its clients following a disaster event may not have a business to recover — Customers may go to a competitor — Funding may disappear — A need may be re-evaluated and deemed unnecessary
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An organization needs to protect : — Business functions — Functions which provide products or services — Critical support functions — Functions without which the Business Functions cannot function (e.g. Facilities, IT) — Corporate level support functions — Functions required for effective operation of Business Functions (e.g. HR, Finance)
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Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery



3. Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery So , how are the both processes are different or similar.



3.1. BC Vs DR



S. No.



Business Continuity Business Continuity is PROACTIVE : focus is to avoid or mitigate the impact of a risk



Disaster Recovery



2



BC is all about being proactive and sustaining critical business functions whatever it takes whereas



DR is the process of dealing with the aftermath and ensuring the infrastructure (systems, building, etc.) is restored to the pre-interruption state



3



A Business Continuity Plan focuses on recovery of business functions and workgroup functions (i.e. infrastructure departments, Call Centres, customerfacing areas)



A Disaster Recovery Plan recovers technology platforms and associated technology functions (i.e. servers, mainframes, networks, etc)



The goal of a disaster recovery plan is to handle the disaster and its ramifications



4



A business continuity plan (BCP) takes a broader approach to the problem. It includes getting critical systems to another environment while repair of the original facilities is under way, getting the right people to the right places, and performing business in a different mode until regular conditions are back in place



1



Disaster Recovery is REACTIVE; focus is to pick up the pieces and restore the organization to BAU after a risk occurs



right after the disaster hits; the disaster recovery plan is usually very information technology (IT) focused



3.2. BC and DR Lets list down the similarities: §



Disaster Recovery is an integral part of a Business Continuity plan



§



The two disciplines share a common goal.



§



Both business continuity plans and disaster recovery plans determine how a company will keep functioning after a disruptive event until its normal facilities and capabilities are restored
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4. Key Concepts in Business Continuity /Disaster Recovery Recoverability: Because there may be many choices for recovering from a failure, it is important to determine what types of failures may occur in your high availability environment and how to recover from those failures in a timely manner that meets your business requirements. For example, if a critical table is accidentally deleted from the database, what action should you take to recover it? Does your architecture provide the ability to recover in the time specified in a service level agreement (SLA)? Mean Time To Recovery (MTTR) : This is also a statistical measurement that indicates the average time it takes to recover from a certain failure. The lower the MTTR, the better. Self-healing systems may recover from a software error within seconds. A disaster such as an earthquake or a fire might take your systems down permanently. Having a disaster recovery plan is essential to handle this type of catastrophic event. Maintaining a pool of spare parts on site and taking frequent full backups will decrease the MTTR. Recovery Time Objective: The point in time to which data must be restored in order to resume processing transactions. RPO is the basis on which a data projection strategy is developed. The Recovery Time Objective (RTO) is the time period after a disaster at which business functions need to be restored in order to avoid unacceptable consequences associated with a break in business continuity, i.e. it is the time that elapses between the loss of access to data and the recovery of data access. In other words is the maximum tolerable length of time that a computer, system, network, or application can be down after a failure or disaster occurs. Different business functions may have different recovery time objectives. For example, the recovery time objective for the payroll function may be two weeks, whereas the recovery time objective for sales order processing may be two days. The RTO (sometimes also referred as Maximum Allowable Downtime) is a function of the extent to which the interruption disrupts normal operations and the amount of revenue lost per unit time as a result of the disaster. The RTO is measured in seconds, minutes, hours, or days, including the time for trying to fix the problem without a recovery, the recovery itself, tests and the communication to the users and is an important consideration in Disaster Recovery planning. The shorter the RTO, the better.
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Recovery Point Objective The period from the disaster declaration to the recovery of the critical functions. The Recovery Point Objective (RPO) in a way expresses how much data a company can afford to lose following a disaster in sense that is the point in time when the data backup took place. Hence, it is generally a definition of what an organization determines is an "acceptable loss" in a disaster situation.
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5. BCP- Methodology Key steps involved in BCP: Develop a business continuity / disaster recovery plan a. Establish a disaster-recovery team of employees who know your business best, and assign responsibilities for specific tasks. b. Identify your risks (kinds of disasters you're most likely to experience). c. Prioritize critical business functions and how quickly these must be recovered d. Establish a disaster recovery location where employees may work offsite and access critical back-up systems, records and supplies. e. Obtain temporary housing for key employees, their families and pets. f. Update and test your plan at least annually. b) Alternative operational locations Determine which alternatives are available. For example: i. A satellite or branch office of your business ii. The office of a business partner or even an employee. iii. Home or hotel. c) Backup site. Equip your backup operations site with critical equipment, data files and supplies a. Power generators b. Computers and software. c. Critical computer data files (payroll, accounts payable and d. receivable, customer orders, inventory). e. Phones/radios/TVs. f. Equipment and spare parts g. Vehicles, boats and spare parts. h. Digital cameras. i. Common supplies j. Supplies unique to your business (order forms, contracts, etc.). k. Basic first aid/sanitary supplies, potable water and food d) Safeguard your property Is your property prepared to survive a hurricane or other disaster: a. Your building b. Your equipment? c. Your computer systems d. Your company vehicles? e. Your company records? f. Other company assets?
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e) Contact information a. Do you have current and multiple contact information (e.g., home and cell phone numbers, personal e-mail addresses) for: i. Employees? ii. Key customers iii. Important vendors, suppliers, business partners? iv. Insurance companies? b. Is contact information accessible electronically for fast access by all employees? f) Communications Do you have access to multiple and reliable methods of communicating with your employees: i. Emergency toll-free hotline? ii. Website? iii. Cell phones? iv. Satellite phones? v. Pagers? vi. BlackBerry(TM)? vii. Two-way radios? viii. Internet? ix. E-mail? g) Employee preparation Make sure your employees know: i. Company emergency plan. ii. Where they should relocate to work iii. How to use and have access to reliable methods of communication, such as satellite/cell phones, e-mail,voice mail, Internet, text messages, BlackBerry(TM),PDAs. iv. How they will be notified to return to work. v. Benefits of direct deposit of payroll and subscribe to direct deposit Emergency company housing options available for them and their family. h) Customer preparation Make sure your key customers know: a. Your emergency contact information for sales and service support (publish on your website). b. Your backup business or store locations (publish on your website). c. What to expect from your company in the event of a prolonged disaster displacement d. Alternate methods for placing orders. e. Alternate methods for sending invoice payments in the event of mail disruption. i) Evacuation order When a mandatory evacuation is issued, be prepared to grab and leave with critical office records and equipment: Page 13 of 17
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a. Company business continuity / disaster recovery plan and checklist Insurance policies and company contracts. b. Company checks, plus a list of all bank accounts, credit cards,ATM cards. c. Employee payroll and contact information d. Desktop/laptop computers. e. Customer records, including orders in progress. f. Photographs/digital images of your business property. g. Post disaster contact information inside your business to alert emergency workers how to reach you. h. Secure your building and property. j) Cash management Be prepared to meet emergency cash-flow needs: a. Take your checkbook and credit cards in the event of an evacuation b. Keep enough cash on hand to handle immediate needs. c. Use Internet banking services to monitor account activity, manage cash flow, initiate wires, pay bills. d. Issue corporate cards to essential personnel to cover emergency business expenses. e. Reduce dependency on paper checks and postal service to send and receive payments (consider using electronic payment and remote deposit banking services). k) Post-disaster recovery procedures a. Consider how your post-disaster business may differ from today.Plan whom you will want to contact and when to assign specific tasks to responsible employees. b. Track progress and effectiveness. c. Document lessons learned and best practices.



5.1. The five BCP phases §



Project management & initiation o Establish need (risk analysis) o Get management support o Establish team (functional, technical, BCC – Business Continuity Coordinator) o Create work plan (scope, goals, methods, timeline) o Initial report to management o Obtain management approval to proceed
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§



Business Impact Analysis (BIA)



§



o Goal: obtain formal agreement with senior management on the MTD for each time-critical business resource o MTD: maximum tolerable downtime, also known as MAO (Maximum Allowable Outage) o Quantifies loss due to business outage (financial, extra cost of recovery, embarrassment) o Does not estimate the probability of kinds of incidents, only quantifies the consequences Recovery strategies



§



o Recovery strategies are based on MTDs o Predefined o Management-approved o Different technical strategies o Different costs and benefits o How to choose? o Careful cost-benefit analysis o Driven by business requirements o Plan design & development Detailed plan for recovery



§



o Business & service recovery plans, Maintenance, Awareness & training and Testing. o Sample plan phases: Initial disaster response, Resume critical business ops. Resume non-critical business ops, Restoration (return to primary site), Interacting with external groups (customers, media, emergency responders) Testing, maintenance, awareness, training o Until it’s tested, you don’t have a plan o Kinds of testing: Structured walk-through, Checklist, Simulation, Parallel, Full interruption. o Fix problems found in testing o Implement change management o Audit and address audit findings o Annual review of plan o Build plan into organization. o BCP team is probably the DR team
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o BCP training must be on-going o BCP training needs to be part of the standard on-boarding and part of the corporate culture



6. Case Study Self-care portal set-up for one of the leading telecom operator in India:
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7. Industry Trends Cloud services: As organizations use more internal and external cloud services, they're finding that these resources can become part of a disaster recovery strategy. A growing number of larger companies with complex IT infrastructures are putting in private clouds and using these as part of their disaster recovery strategies, rather than relying on public cloud services. Server and desktop virtualization: For many organizations, server virtualization has become a key component of the DR strategy, because it enables greater flexibility with computing resources. Virtualization has the potential to speed up the implementation of a disaster recovery strategy and the actual recovery in case of a disaster. The proliferation of mobile devices in the workforce: From a disaster recovery standpoint the growing use of mobile devices such as smart phones and tablets facilitates the continuation of IT operations and business processes even after a disaster strikes. One of the positive impacts of the prevalence of mobile devices is that it gives people a greater ability to work remotely and communicate using their devices in an emergency. Growing popularity of social networking as a business tool: Assuming that either public or wireless networks are still available you can now be using social media to communicate, as an alternative to in-house email which may not be available. The environment of social discussions provides mass mobilization and situational awareness. The value of social networking sites offers unique advantages in the crisis communications arena



8. Acknowledgements EMC2 www.Businesscontinuityadvice.com
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